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The way we watch TV 
has changed
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Streaming adoption is growing exponentially

Sources: Verizon Media internal data, March 2021; eMarketer, US Time Spent with Media, Jan 
2021

$11.35B
CTV ad spend will grow 42% by end 
of 2021

+48%
Streaming subscription growth 
Q3 vs Q4 2020

+39%
Increase in time spent with CTV 
year over year 

105M
US connected TV  households in 2021 
represent 81% of HH
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Background & 
Objectives 
Exponential growth of CTV is driving 
more cord stacking and cord cutters. 
Content is becoming more walled off 
with a growing number of streaming 
services available. Publicis Media and
Verizon Media partnered to explore how 
consumers’ expectations of services, 
content and ad exposure will evolve in 
this new viewing landscape. 

• Uncover whether a viewing hierarchy exists and the value of each 
player

• Capture how the growing number of services impacts viewers’ 
behaviors and sentiments

1
The Linear-SVOD-AVOD
Ecosystem

• Understand what drives viewing on cable vs. streaming
• Uncover the perceptions of content and ads across platforms
• Understand ad expectations on AVOD and how they can be optimized

2
Consumer Content 
& Ad Perceptions

• Examine how the current surge of streaming services opens up 
new AVOD opportunities for advertisers

3
The Advertising Affect



A multi-phase, hybrid qualitative and quantitative methodology
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The Approach

Interviews with internal decision-
makers in the linear and CTV space to 
understand their burning questions 
and inform subsequent phases of 
research.

Focus group respondents were 
asked to complete a journal prior to 
groups. Journal exercises consisted 
of: 

● A 3 day TV log, tracking viewing 
habits, what they watched and on 
which platform

● What they liked best and least 
about advertisements on TV

6 virtual focus groups (41 total 
respondents) were held on December 
2-4, 2020 among the following groups 
of TV Viewers:

● 3 groups of Cable and Connected 
Device Users (Younger, Older, and 
Parents)

● 2 groups of Cord Cutters/Cord 
Nevers (Younger and Older)

● 1 group of Heavier AVOD Users

A 20-minute nationally 
representative quantitative survey 
among N=3,001 TV viewers, was 
fielded February 1-11, 2021. 

● Ages 18-54

● Analyzable representation of key 
platforms, brands, & access ways, 
including:

● 70%  SVOD users

● 66% AVOD users

● 51% Cable users

Stakeholder 
Session 

Consumer  
TV Logs Focus Groups Quantitative 

Survey
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The Viewing 
Ecosystem
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Consumers are accessing 
CTV across an array of devices

68% 50%
have a connected device 
(with Amazon’s Fire Stick/Cube 
and Roku topping the list)

38%
of households with a video game 
console (60% of HH) use it to 
watch TV

21%
of households with a digital 
assistant like an Alexa (37% of 
HH) use one to watch TV

have a Smart TV

QS10 Devices in HH, Among Total N=3,001. S10B_1 Devices Used to Watch TV, Among Device Owners (base varies)
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The CTV experience is fragmented & nuanced with 
multiple tiers available

QA4A/A5A Services Ever Heard Of & A4B/A5B Services Currently Use, Among Total N=3001.

Paid SVOD & AVOD 
services enjoy higher 
levels of consumer 
awareness & usage, while 
free AVOD services are a 
nascent channel
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Showtime
Anytime

Apple TV

HBO Max

Disney+

Amazon Prime

Netflix

SVOD services

Paid AVOD servicesAT&T Now

Sling TV

ESPN+

Discovery+
Peacock

Free AVOD servicesIMDB TV

Vudu

Crackle

Tubi Pluto TV

CBS All Access

YouTube TV

Hulu
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On average, consumers are 
subscribing to multiple 
streaming services

75
Avg. number of 
streaming services 
used among those 
who use cable and 
streaming

Avg. number of 
streaming services 
used among streamers

75%
say, currently, there 
is not one streaming 
service that ‘has it all’
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With new services 
abounding…

QA7 Agreement Statements. Among Streamers N=2,655.

48%
of streamers say they’re 
starting to worry 
about how much they 
spend on these services

45%
of TV viewers feel they 
are using too many 
services for TV content 
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Consumers are reaching a tipping point around 
subscription price fatigue

1 in 2
leverage login sharing strategies to 
access what they want, while keeping 
costs down for themselves and others

1 in 5
don’t currently, but would 

consider sharing/borrowing logins 
in the future

Do not borrow 
or share log-in 
info to access 
content, and 

don't plan to in 
the future

Do not borrow 
or share lo-in 

info, but 
would 

Share and/or 
borrow log-

in Info to 
paid services

Do not use any 
paid services

Login Sharing Behaviors (among total)
Prevalence of log-in sharing is evidence of fatigue

If I actually paid for all the services I watched, rather than sharing 
some services, then the price of all the services would probably be close 
to the cost of cable.”
“

– Younger Cord Cutter/ Never

6%

28%

18%

48%
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Drivers of
Linear - SVOD –
AVOD Cable SVOD

Paid -
AVOD

Free -
AVOD



48%
42%

38%
35% 34% 33% 32% 30% 29% 28%

Is a genre that I 
enjoy 

Is a show that 
I'm already 
invested in 

Is high 
quality/has 

good 
production 

value

Is funny Will help me 
escape/turn off 

my brain

Features actors 
that I like

Is good to watch 
with others/my 

family

Will keep me on 
the edge of my 

seat

A friend/family 
member told 

me was 
good/worth 

watching

It is on the 
streaming 

device that I like 
to use most
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Across services, the decision of “what to watch” is 
primarily content driven….

QB1 Factors in Deciding What to Watch, Among Total N=3001.

Top 10 Most Influential Factors in Choosing What to Watch

For me, it’s 
always content 
driven vs. 
platform driven.” 

“
– Younger Cord 

Cutter/Never

(% saying often plays a role in decision, among total)
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…However, what you watch NEXT can often be dictated 
by “where you are” with  a tendency to “stay put” once 
viewers are in a particular device/service

If I want to watch something specific 
and it’s only offered on one streaming 
service then I will go to that service. I tend 
to stay there when I’m done and choose to 
move on to the next thing to watch.”

“

– Heavy AVOD User

49%
Say it can be difficult switching 
between devices/services to decide 
what to watch, so I stay where I am 
and watch whatever is available on 
the service I'm using
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Content is at the center of SVOD adoption

37%

36%

35%

35%

34%

It has a wide variety of genres to choose
from

It seemed affordable

It features really high quality shows and
movies

It produces its own shows/movies that are
really good

The shows and movies are ad-free

Source: A1E Reasons for Cable Subscription, Among cable subscribers N=1552  
; QA4A Reasons to Subscribe to Paid SVOD, Among ad-free SVOD users,  N=1884. 14

The biggest 
benefit of Netflix 
is that they have 
SO much variety, 
even more than 
Hulu.”

“

– Older Cable 
and Connected 

Device User

Top 5 Drivers of Paid SVOD 

(among paid SVOD users)

Content based answers
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Familiarity, service packages, ease of “channel surfing”, and live 
events are the main drivers behind Cable

Sports, news, live 
broadcasts and 
good “background 
noise” round out 
the top 10 drivers of 
cable. 

Source: A1E Reasons for Cable Subscription, Among cable subscribers N=1552  ; QA4A Reasons to 
Subscribe to Paid SVOD, Among ad-free SVOD users,  N=1884.

Top 5 Drivers of Cable

(among current cable subscribers)

28%

28%

28%

30%

31%

33%

35%

I like to channel surf and that is easier to do with
cable/satellite

I like the DVR on my cable/satellite

I like flipping on & watching without having to
choose something specific

There are channels I want I can only access thru
cable or satellite

I have a package withprovider that includes
internet/phone

Cable is just what I am used to

Cable/satellite provides access to a wide range of
networks/content

Cable is the easiest way [to 
watch TV], instead of having to 
navigate through Netflix and Hulu.”  
“

– Younger Cable and 
Connected Device User

Sometimes you just want to 
flip to Nickelodeon and know 
there’ll be a bunch of different stuff 
that’s fine for your kid.” 

“
– Cable and Connected Device 

Parent



QA7 Agreement Statements. 

Cable outperforms when it 
comes to finding something 
quick when you aren’t sure 
what to watch

59%
who use cable AND streaming say 
“I think cable is better for when 
you're not sure what to watch, and 
want the TV to give you options” 

42%
of CORD CUTTERS even agree 
cable is better at making the 
choice for you

16
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Affordability and low financial risk overtakes content 
drivers for AVOD services

34%

28%

28%

26%

26%

It seemed affordable

It has a wide variety of genres to
choose from

It features really high quality shows
and movies

It produces its own shows/movies that
are really good

It is easy to use, has good search and
navigation

45%

43%

30%

28%

23%

The service is free, so why not try it

It is good quality for a free service

It has a wide variety of genres to
choose from

It is easy to use, has good search
and navigation

It features really high quality shows
and movies

A6A. Reasons subscribe to free ad-supported services. 
Among Free AVOD users N=616; 
QA5A Reasons to Use to Paid AVOD, Among paid AVOD 
Users,  N=670.

Top 5 Drivers of Paid AVOD

(among paid AVOD users)

Top 5 Drivers of Free AVOD

(among free AVOD users)

Content Based AnswersContent Based Answers
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Each has a role to play

Cabl
e

Cable

SVOD

Paid -
AVOD

Free -
AVOD

Delivers on sports, live 
events and easy-channel 
surfing. Provides a “lean-
back” escape and passive 
viewing that streaming 
currently doesn’t deliver on

Excels for varied, original 
and premium content that 
are “must see” shows

Ad-supported version of their 
favorite services that reduces 
costs but still gives access to 
premium content. AVOD 
viewing moments tend to be 
driven by more specific needs.

Nothing to lose. Driven by 
free-trials, consumers’ gain 
access to content with low-
financial risk. 
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Looking Ahead:
The AVOD 
Opportunity
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AVOD is poised to fulfill a clear need for quality content at more 
accessible pricing – and consumers are more aware and more 
interested in the experience than ever

61% 61%

47%

I would prefer if more
streaming services offered

cheaper, ad-supported
subscription tiers so I  could

save money.

I am more aware of ad
supported streaming

services that I was a few
years ago.

I am more interested in ad
supported streaming

services than I was a few
years ago.

3 in 5
viewers are more aware of 
AVOD offerings than a few 
years ago and would 
welcome the opportunity 
to save money on content

QC6 AVOD Attitude Statements, Among Total N=3001.

Half 
of all viewers say they are 
more interested  in AVOD 
than they used to be

Agreement with AVOD Attitudes

(among total)
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The Value Exchange: 
Optimizing AVOD 
Ad Experiences



While SVOD is most prevalent, ads are not gone due to the rise 
of AVOD

22QS9 Services Used to Watch TV & Movies, Among Total N=3,001.

While the vast majority of viewers 
turn to premium, ad-free streaming 
like Netflix or Amazon Prime Video 
regularly, TV ads are still hitting most 
viewers.

77%
see ads across 
cable, live or 
AVOD services

66% 
see ads via AVOD 
services of any kind

Service Types Used to Watch TV & Movies

(among total)

20%

20%

27%

29%

31%

35%

38%

46%

51%

70%Premium Ad-Free Streaming

Cable

Free Online Video Platforms (YouTube)

Premium Ad-Supported Streaming (Sling, 
DirecTV Now, YouTube TV, Hulu LIVE)

Social Media (IGTV, FB Watch)

Paid Streaming with Live Broadcast (Sling, 
DirecTV Now, YouTube TV, Hulu LIVE)

Free Ad-Supported Internet Streaming 
(Crackle, Tubi, Pluto)

Digital On-Demand Rentals / Purchases

Over the Air TV

Free Ad-Supported Network Specific Apps

Ad-supported 
CTV/TV services
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In fact, half of all CTV is ad-supported, driven by 
YouTube & Hulu’s live TV services 

Source: Comscore OTT Intelligence, 3Q 2020

YouTube
40%

Hulu
28%

Sling
5%

Pluto TV
4%

Spectrum TV 4%

ESPN 3%
Philo 3%

DirectTV Now 2%
Tubi TV 2%

Twitch 1%
Other

8%

YouTube and 
Hulu’s live TV 
services are 
emerging as the 
dominant vMVPDs

Share of Total Hours

Q3 2020

Ad 
Supported

50%

Non-Ad 
Supported

50%
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Choosing to watch SVOD over 
AVOD is not a rejection of 
advertising

24

40%

44%
Say limited advertising does 
not influence their decision 
on what to watch

Say ad-free content does not
influence their decision on 
what to watch

24

I miss commercials between 
sports games. Now there’s dead air on 
the streaming service I use. It feels 
lonely.” 

“
– Cord Cutter

If I’m going to watch something, 
that show is what’s going to determine 
which app I’m going to use. Whether it’s 
Hulu or Netflix. If there’s an ad, there’s 
an ad. It doesn’t drive which one I’m 
using.” 

“
– Heavy AVOD User

I actually like ads, I really don’t 
mind them. I like taking breaks during 
TV.”
“

– Younger Cord Cutter/Never



…but when AVOD ad experiences aren’t 
optimal many do upgrade to SVOD

25

23%39%
AVOD subscribers have considered paying 
more/upgrading to an ad-free version
because they were bothered by the 
advertising experience 

AVOD subscribers have upgraded and paid 
more for an ad-free version of one of their 
services because they were bothered by 
the ad experience

QA5F Considering Upgrading to Ad-Free, Among AVOD 
subscribers because they were bothered by the advertising 
experience N=670

If I get the same exact commercial 
every 5 mins, I will not watch more than 
1 episode.”
“

– Younger Cord Never

Pluto ads seemed random – they 
come in whenever – like in the middle of 
a sentence.” 
“

– Older Cable and Connected 
Device User

I would be open to a lower-cost 
option, but If the ads became annoying, I 
would probably upgrade.” 
“

– Younger Cord Never

25
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Ad experiences deemed “The Worst” include encounters with too 
many breaks, repetitive ads, and ads appearing at inopportune 
moments

60%
Commercial breaks 
that are too long 

60%
Too many commercial 
breaks

58%  
Seeing the exact 
same ad over and 
over throughout the 
same show or 
consecutive shows I 
am watching 

53%
Commercials that 
occur in the middle of 
the action of a show, 
in a moment where 
there isn't a natural 
break

52%
Commercials that 
come right at cliff-
hanger moments

Ad Experiences Rated “The Worst” or “Annoying” (among total)

QC3. TV Ad Experience Impact,: Using the following scale, please indicate the effect that each advertising experience has on your viewing. (% of 3001 Total Respondents 
indicating ”The Worst: These ad experiences ruin viewing for me” or “Annoying: Ad experiences like this are bothersome.; 
Among Total N=3001
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Ad experiences that qualify as “Better Experiences” include 
approaches that give viewers more control, countdown clocks,  
and ads that are entertaining or personally relevant

67%
Ads I can skip 
after a certain 
period of time

67%
Minimal 
commercial breaks 
(one or two max)

66% 
Ads that are 
funny or 
entertaining

62%
Commercial 
breaks that only 
happen at the 
beginning or end 
of the 
programming, 
not in the middle

54%
A countdown 
clock indicating 
how much time 
there is left in 
the ad or ad 
break

Ad Experiences Rated “Ideal” or a “Better Experience” (among total)

53%
Ads that are 
relevant to me 
personally

QC3. TV Ad Experience Impact, C3. Using the following scale, please indicate the effect that each advertising experience has on your viewing. (% of 3001 Total Respondents 
indicating “Ideal:  If there is going to be ads, I want this” or “Better Experience:  Makes watching ads better”Among Total N=3001

10
sec
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Key Takeaways

Login sharing strategies to side-
step costs are on the rise, 
indicating viewers need more 
affordable services and tiers.

The CTV landscape is 
experiencing countless new 
streaming entries. Consumers 
are overwhelmed and in search 
of options that gives access to 
premium content at a lower 
cost  While SVOD offers consumers premium 

content on demand, Cable TV still carries 
credibility in LIVE content, and remains 
“best in class” at lean-back, background 
and “decide for you” viewing.  AVOD 
offers low financial risk and offsets costs 
for consumers.

Content, price, and experience aren’t new 
dynamics, but increased viewer choice 
and control is. Each player will need to 
find the right balance to remain relevant.

Each platform plays a 
different role in the viewing 
ecosystem and can 
complement each other

There is an opportunity for 
AVOD to evolve to its full 
potential at this moment of 
expanded awareness and 
interest (particularly among 
parents of school aged 
children) by:

1. Defying current perceptions that AVOD 
= less premium and exclusive content 

2. Optimizing the ad experiences. Ads are 
not the barrier to entry, but too often 
AVOD is delivering repetitive and 
obstructive ads

1 2 3


